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Abstract: In this paper, a mathematical model of multiphase filtration in a deformable porous medium
is presented. Based on the proposed model, the influence of the deformation of a porous medium on
the filtration processes is studied. Numerical calculations are performed and the characteristics of the
process are determined. This paper shows that an increase in the compressibility coefficient leads to a
sharp decrease in porosity, absolute permeability and internal pressure of the medium near the well,
and a decrease in the distance between wells leads to a sharp decrease in hydrodynamic parameters
in the inter-well zone.
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1. Introduction

The study of the stress–strain state of a porous medium and pore pressure is moti-
vated by the need to solve various applied problems in the mining and construction of
structures [1]. Accounting for the redistribution of stresses and changes in pore pressure is
important in oil and gas production, when the flow of the produced fluid to the well is en-
sured by pumping water into the formation [2]. In addition, the analysis of the stress–strain
state of the foundation and the surrounding massif taking into account the flow of ground-
water and possible flooding is an important link in the design of building structures [3].

Recent developments in mixture theory and applications of the theory in particular
areas of biomechanics, composite manufacturing and infiltration into deformable porous
materials are considered [4]. The complexity based upon different permeability and stress
functions is also addressed.

The physics of such joint processes occurring in a fluid-saturated porous medium
are complex and must simultaneously take into account that the change in the fluid pore
pressure and the deformation of the solid skeleton of the porous medium through which the
flow occurs [5]. The need to solve these practical problems motivated the development of
mathematical models to describe such joint processes [3]. A mathematical model describing
the mutual influence of a fluid flow and a change in the stress–strain state of a solid skeleton
was first proposed in [6] to calculate the clay permeability coefficient. In this work, an
effective stress tensor was introduced, which depends on the deformation of the skeleton
and the fluid pressure. The basic equations of the mathematical model for describing the
processes in a consolidated porous medium (the poroelasticity model) were formulated
in [7,8]. In [7], the basic equations of the linear theory of poroelasticity were derived,
which relates the stresses in the solid skeleton and the fluid pressure. A more general case
of viscoelastic anisotropic porous bodies is given in [8]. Further studies were related to
the propagation of elastic waves in a poroelastic medium saturated with liquid. Almost
independently and at the same time, the fundamental equations for describing processes in
saturated porous media were derived [9].
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A nonlinear model of the flow of a mixture of compressible fluids in a porous medium
was proposed using finite deformations and thermal effects. The model was developed in
order to solve the problems arising in the study of hydrodynamic processes of different
scales. The evolution of wave fields in inhomogeneous saturated porous media is consid-
ered [10]. The one-dimensional flow of a liquid through a deformable porous medium
is studied theoretically and experimentally. The medium is considered that exerts the
viscous resistance to a solid matrix, causing its deformation. A general theoretical model
is derived, and the predictions of the model are in good agreement with experimental
measurements [11].

Several studies have been presented on multiphase Thermo-Hydro-Mechanical (THM)
models [12–14]. The first one [12] describes a model consisting of three phases: solid, liquid
and gaseous, incorporating water–gas phase transitions. In this model, the deformations
of the medium are described as elastoplastic, using the Barcelona Basic Model (BBM) for
unsaturated soils. Another study focused on the investigation of nonisothermal three-phase
filtration (solid phase–gas–water) considering elastic deformations of a porous medium [13].
The numerical solution of the model is based on the Galerkin method, and the results are
validated using a series of tests on the permeability of MX-80 bentonite. The development
of this model was further discussed in [14]. In this work, it was expanded by incorporating
a more comprehensive set of phase relations. The deformations of the porous medium are
described using the Biot model, with the inclusion of the thermal expansion coefficient.

A multiphase model was introduced to explain the filtration process of a chemically
active liquid (brine) and a gas in saline [15]. This model considers the linear deformations
of a porous medium and incorporates the chemical interaction between the solid and liquid
phases. Building on the model presented in [16], a multiphase version was presented in [17].
The focus of [17] was on the injection of CO2, as part of the liquid phase, into a carbonate
rock, accounting for the chemical interactions between the different phases. The numerical
solution of this model follows a similar approach to the one described in [16].

Three primary approaches have been suggested to address the challenge posed by fluid
flow in porous media that contain both solid-free regions and porous domains, commonly
referred to as multiscale systems. One of the approaches involves conducting direct
numerical simulations (DNSs) across the entire multiscale domain, including both within
and outside the porous medium. Studies [18–20] have explored this technique. While this
method is rigorous, it becomes impractical when dealing with significant differences in
length scales between the largest and smallest pores. It necessitates extremely fine grids
and substantial computational resources.

Two coupled methods were proposed for porous media containing miscible and
immiscible fluids [21]. A new numerical method was presented to simulate the complicated
process of two-phase fluid flow through deforming porous materials using a mesh-free
technique, called the element-free Galerkin (EFG) method [22].

In the work [23], finite element modeling of fluid filtration in a deformable porous
medium is considered. A transversally isotropic medium is taken as a deformable medium.
The process of fluid filtration into horizontal wells in the direction of drift, which occurs in
this transversely isotropic medium, has been studied. The behavior of saturated deformable
porous media under compressive loading is studied using direct numerical simulation [24].
To perform numerical simulations, a parallel hybrid Boltzmann lattice and the finite element
method are used. It is shown that the LBM-FEM method is an accurate and suitable method
for further studies of porous media, especially inhomogeneous and anisotropic deformable
porous media. For effective and convenient modeling of a real porous medium, a model
of a bidisperse porous medium was used, which was created by reconstructing a digital
image [25]. The thermohydromechanics model built on the basis of the Navier–Stokes
equations and differential stress equations was solved using the finite element method.

Specific problems with initial and boundary values are described, which are intended
for energy recovery methods. Computational issues of mass conservation and instability
caused by convection, in particular, the displacement of a solid skeleton, are considered [26].
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Two related models for a porous medium containing porous fluids are proposed (immiscible
and miscible) in the study [21]. Particular attention is paid to the comparison between
them at different stages of development and application. Each model has its own area of
applicability and validity.

In [27] the possibilities of numerical simulation of nonisothermal multiphase multi-
component transfer in heterogeneous deformable porous materials is studied, and these
are summarized. Particular attention was paid to the description of the mathematical for-
mulation of the flow in deformable media and numerical methods for taking into account
phase transitions. The computational properties of a new modification of the large particle
method based on a nonlinear correction of artificial viscosity at the first (Eulerian) stage
and hybridization of flows at the second (Lagrangian and final) stages, supplemented by
a two-step Runge–Kutta algorithm in time, are studied. The method has a second-order
approximation in space and time on smooth solutions. On the example of test problems of
a supersonic gas flow in a channel with a step and double Mach reflection, the operability
and computational efficiency of the method are confirmed in comparison with modern
high-resolution schemes [28].

A numerical algorithm for calculating one- and two-dimensional processes of three-
phase filtration is presented, based on the large particles method, using a through-counting
scheme, which makes it possible to continuously calculate various filtration regions [29].
The stability of numerical schemes of the modified large particles method for nonstationary
nonisothermal multiphase filtration is studied [30]. The stability criteria for the scheme of
the modified large particles method as a whole are obtained.

In all the previous work, it has been mentioned that the approaches and algorithms
for joint modeling of changes in the stress–strain state of a porous medium have systematic
shortcomings. In the present work, the process of multiphase filtration in a deformable
porous medium is modeled. In the mathematical model, we considered densities of the
phases as constants and we neglected capillary pressures between the phases. In order to
solve the problem, we used the large particles method. The influence of environmental
deformation on filtration processes in the inter-well zone is investigated.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Formulation of the Problem

Consider an oil reservoir exposed by two production wells. We believe that the oil and
water phases are involved in the filtration process in a deformable porous medium. It is also
assumed that water and oil do not mix, do not exchange masses and do not change phases.
In addition, it is assumed that the fluids in the reservoir are at a constant temperature and
in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium, the capillary pressure jump between the phases
is neglected and the pressures in the phases are equal.

The mathematical model of two-phase filtration in a deformable porous medium can
be represented as follows:

The oil phase mass conservation equation is

∂

∂t
(mρoso) +∇(ρouo) = 0 (1)

where so is the saturation of the pore space with oil, ρo is the density of the oil phase, m is
the porosity and uo is the velocity of the oil phase.

The water phase mass conservation equation is

∂

∂t
(mρwsw) +∇(ρwuw) = 0 (2)

where sw is the saturation of the pore space with water, ρw is the density of the aqueous
phase and uw is the velocity of the aqueous phase.
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The phase filtering laws are taken in the form

uo = −
Kko

µo
∇p, uw = −Kkw

µw
∇p, (3)

where K, ko, kw are absolute and relative phase permeability coefficients, µo is oil viscosity,
µw is water viscosity and p is pressure.

To clarify the law of porosity change, consider the stresses acting in a porous medium
filled with liquid.

The mass of rocks located above the roof of the reservoir creates the so-called rock
pressure pm, which can usually be considered unchanged during the development of the
reservoir. Rock pressure is determined by the formula

pm = ρmgH, (4)

where ρm is the average density of rocks that make up the overlying layers and H is
formation depth [31].

If we assume that the roof and bottom of the formation are absolutely impermeable
and completely perceive the load of overlying rocks, then the rock pressure is balanced by
the stress in the formation skeleton σ and the pressure p in the fluid, and in this case, the
term proportional to g is neglected [32].

pm = (1−m) · σ + mp (5)

Here, σ is the true stress in the skeleton of a porous medium, calculated per unit of
horizontal area, mentally allocated at any point in the reservoir; it acts on parts of the
area (1−m), and p is the pore pressure that acts on the rest of the area m [31]. It is more
convenient to introduce the so-called effective stress σe f f , defined as the difference between
the stresses in the solid skeleton and the liquid phase and related to the true stress by
the relation [32]

σe f f = (1−m) · (σ− p). (6)

From Equation (5), it follows that

pm = σe f f + p. (7)

The effective stress is physically interpreted as that part of the true stress σ in the solid
phase, which is transmitted through the contact between grains of the skeleton, does not
depend on the liquid and will also take place in a dry porous medium [33]. The concept of
effective stress is also convenient because it can be determined from

σe f f = Γ− p (8)

We can measure the load Γ, simulating rock pressure pm and pore pressure p [32,33].
Changes in porosity are due to both changes in pore pressure p and changes in

effective stress σe f f . When the pressure drops, the forces compressing each of the rock
grains decrease, therefore the grain volume increases and the pore volume decreases.
The increase in σe f f leads to the fact that the grains of the rock experience additional
deformation. That is, the contact surface between the grains increases and the packing of
the grains is compacted; the grains can also be rearranged, the cementing agent and the
grains themselves are destroyed and the grains are crushed, etc. [31].

In cases where pm = const, it is usually assumed that porosity depends only on
pressure m = m(p). Due to the small deformation of the solid phase, the change in porosity
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depends linearly on the change in pressure. Let us write down the rock compressibility law
in terms of the reservoir elasticity coefficient βm [31] as

βm =
dVp

Vdp
(9)

where dVp is the change in the pore volume in the formation element having a volume V
when the pressure changes by dp. If the volume of the reservoir element is assumed to be
constant, then dVp/V = dm and the rock compressibility law takes the form dm = βmdp or,
in final form,

m = m0 + βm(p− p0) (10)

where m0 is the porosity coefficient at p = p0 [31].
With significant changes in pressure, the change in porosity is described by the equation

m = m0e−βm(p0−p)/m0 (11)

It has been experimentally shown that not only porosity, but also permeability changes
significantly with changes in reservoir pressure, and permeability often changes to a greater
extent than porosity [31]. For small pressure changes, this dependence can be taken as
linear, as

K = K0(1− aK(p0 − p)), (12)

and at large pressure changes exponential dependence is used [31].

K = K0e−aK(p0−p), (13)

where aK is the permeability coefficient and K0 is the initial permeability.
Consider the equation for changing porosity in the form

m = m0 + βm(p− p0), (14)

where βm is the reservoir elasticity coefficient.
To calculate the absolute permeability, we use the following empirical relationship [34]:

K = K0

(
m
m0

)n
(15)

Adding the appropriate equations of state, initial and boundary conditions, we obtain
a closed system of equations. Since the bottomhole formation zone is symmetrical with
respect to the well, in order to assess the qualitative picture of the processes occurring in it,
it is possible to switch from a three-dimensional model to a one-dimensional one, taking
into account the incompressibility of the phases. When ρo = const and ρw = const, then
the system of Equations (1)–(15) can be represented as follows:

Oil phase mass conservation equation

∂

∂t
(mso) +

∂

∂x
(uo) = 0 (16)

Water phase mass conservation equation

∂

∂t
(msw) +

∂

∂x
(uw) = 0 (17)

Porosity change equation

m = m0 + βm(p− p0), (18)
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Phase filtration rate equations

uo = −
Kko

µo

∂p
∂x

, uw = −Kkw

µw

∂p
∂x

, (19)

Change in absolute permeability

K = K0

(
m
m0

)n
. (20)

Let us add to the system of equations the equality so + sw = 1 and dependencies for
viscosities µo = const, µw = const, and the relative phase permeability coefficients are

ko =


(1− sw)

(1− swE)
, sw > swE,

1 sw ≤ swE;
(21)

kw =


(sw − swE)

(1− swE)
, sw > swE,

0 sw ≤ swE;
(22)

where swE is the residual water saturation.
To derive an equation for pressure, we sum Equations (16) and (17). As a result,

we obtain
∂

∂t
[m(so + sw)] +

∂

∂x
(uo + uw) = 0 (23)

Substituting so + sw = 1 in Equation (23), we obtain

∂m
∂t

+
∂

∂x
(uo + uw) = 0 (24)

Equation (24) is to be modified as

∂m
∂t

=
∂

∂t
(m0 + βm(p + p0)) = βm

∂p
∂t

(25)

In which m = m(p) and m = m0 + βm(p− p0).
Finally, the pressure equation will take the form

βm
∂p
∂t

=
∂

∂x

[(
Kk0

µ0
+

Kkw

µw

)
∂p
∂x

]
(26)

The initial and boundary conditions are considered as follows:

p(x, 0) = p0, so(x, 0) = s0
o , sw(x, 0) = s0

w (27)

p(0, t) = p0, p(l1, t) = p∗1 , p(l2, t) = p∗2 , p(L, t) = p0,

so(0, t) = s∗o , sw(0, t) = s∗w, so(L, t) = s∗∗o , sw(L, t) = s∗∗w
(28)

where l1 is the coordinate of the first well, l2 is the coordinate of the second well, L is the
length of the filtration area, p∗1 is the pressure in the first well, p∗2 is the pressure in the
second well, s∗o is the oil saturation on the left boundary, s∗w is the water saturation on the
left boundary, s∗∗o is the oil saturation on the right boundary and s∗∗w is the oil saturation
on the right boundary. Thus, we obtain a closed system of Equations (16)–(28) describing
two-phase filtration in a deformable porous medium.

2.2. Method of Solution

Now, we need to solve the Equations (16)–(28) using the particle method [35].
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We split the non-stationary system of Equations (16)–(28) into physical processes and
in the region

Ω = {(x, t) : 0 ≤ x ≤ L, 0 ≤ t ≤ τ}.

we build the spatiotemporal Euler grid

Ωτh =
{

tj−1 = tj − τ, j = 1, T; xi−1 = xi − h, i = 1, N
}

.

The medium is modeled by a system of liquid particles coinciding at a given time with
a cell of the Euler grid. We divide the calculation of each time step into two stages [35]:

Step 1. We neglect the effects associated with the movement of the elementary cell,
and we approximate Equations (16)–(26) at the time

βm
p∼i −pk

i
τ = 1

h2

{[
K
(

k0
µ0

+ kw
µw

)]k

i+ 1
2

· p∼i+1−

−
{[

K
(

k0
µ0

+ kw
µw

)]
i+ 1

2

+
[
K
(

k0
µ0

+ kw
µw

)]
i− 1

2

}k
· p∼i +

[
K
(

k0
µ0

+ kw
µw

)]k

i− 1
2

· p∼i−1

} (29)

Ai · p∼i−1 − Bi · p∼i + Ci · p∼i+1 = −Fi (30)

where

Ai =
τ

βmh2

[
K
(

k0

µ0
+

kw

µw

)]k

i− 1
2

Bi = 1 +
τ

βmh2

{[
K
(

k0

µ0
+

kw

µw

)]k

i− 1
2

+

[
K
(

k0

µ0
+

kw

µw

)]k

i+ 1
2

}

Ci =
τ

βmh2

[
K
(

k0

µ0
+

kw

µw

)]k

i+ 1
2

and Fi = pk
i

We use the Thomas’ algorithm to solve the system of Equation (30). The coefficients of
Thomas’ algorithm are calculated by the formulas

αi+1 =
Ci

Bi − Aiαi
, i = 1, N

βi+1 =
Fi + Ai · βi
Bi − Aiαi

, i = 1, N
(31)

and the pressure
p∼i = αi+1 · p∼i+1 + βi+1 (32)

From the boundary conditions, we have

α1 = 0, β1 = p0

p(0, t) = p0, p(L, t) = p0

p(l1, t) = p∗1 , p(l2, t) = p∗2 .

Having determined the pressure values, we calculate the phase velocities

(uo)
∼
i+ 1

2
= −

(
Kko

µo

)∼
i

p∼i − p∼i+1
h

, (uw)
∼
i+ 1

2
= −

(
Kkw

µw

)∼
i

p∼i − p∼i+1
h

(33)

Step 2. Find the values of saturation, porosity and permeability

mk+1
i = m0 + βm(p∼i − p0)
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(so)
k+1
i =

1
mk+1

i

[
mk+1

i (so)
k
i +

(uo)
∼
i− 1/2 − (uo)

∼
i+1/2

h
τ

]
(sw)

k+1
i = 1− (so)

k+1
i

(ko)
k+1
i =


(

1− (sw)
k+1
i

)
(1− swE)

, (sw)
k+1
i > swE

1 (sw)
k+1
i ≤ swE

(kw)
k+1
i =


(
(sw)

k+1
i − swE

)
(1− swE)

, (sw)
k+1
i > swE

0 (sw)
k+1
i ≤ swE;

Kk+1
i = K0

(
mk+1

i
m0

)n

(34)

Having received the values of the required parameters, we proceed to the next time
layer, etc.

3. Results and Discussion

To study the stress–strain state of a saturated porous medium, computational proce-
dures are carried out using the following parameter values: m0 = 0.3, K0 = 4.8 · 10−15 m2,
swE = 0.1, (so)0 = 0.6, (sw)0 = 0.4, p0 = 106Pa, p0 = 106Πa, p∗1 = 105Πa,
p∗2 = 105Πa, (so)

∗ = 0.6, (sw)
∗ = 0.4, (so)

∗∗ = 0.6, (sw)
∗∗ = 0.4, µo = 1.3 · 10−3Πa · c,

µw = 1.768 · 10−3Pa · s, βm = 10−9Πa−1, l1 = 90 m and l2 = 270 m.
Figure 1 shows a graph of changes in the porosity of an oil reservoir for various values

of the compressibility coefficient of the medium for t = 0, 5, 15 and 30. It can be seen
from the graphs that with an increase in the value of the compressibility coefficient of
the medium, a significant decrease in porosity is observed only in the bottomhole zone
of the wells (βm = 5 · 10−8 Pa−1). In the rest of the formation, the effect of changing the
compressibility coefficient of the medium is practically not felt.

Figure 2 depicts the changes in the permeability of an oil reservoir for various
values of the medium compressibility factor. It can be seen from the graphs that an
increase in the value of the compressibility coefficient of the medium has a significant
impact on the permeability both in the bottom hole and in the rest of the formation. A
particularly significant change is observed in the inter-well zone (βm = 10−8 Pa−1 and
βm = 5 · 10−9 Pa−1).

In Figure 3, the changes in the oil saturation of the medium at various values of the
compressibility coefficient of the medium is studied. In these results, the increase in the
value of the compressibility coefficient of the medium leads to a significant increase in oil
saturation in the bottomhole zone of wells. At the same time, in the rest of the reservoir, it
practically does not change.

Figures 4–6 show the changes in porosity (Figure 4), permeability (Figure 5) and oil
saturation (Figure 6) at different distances between the oil wells. It can be seen from the
figures that at small distances between the wells (βm = 10−8 Pa−1 in Figures 4 and 5),
porosity and permeability in the inter-well zone changes more significantly than in the
peripheral zones of the reservoir, which leads to an increase in oil saturation, especially in
the inter-well zone (βm = 10−8 Pa−1 and βm = 5 · 10−9Pa−1 in Figure 6).
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when using both ratios, porosity and oil saturation (Figures 7 and 9) practically coincide,
and permeability (Figure 8) increases with an increase in the compressibility factor, then
there is a significant decrease in the zone of propagation of changes in the reservoir.
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4. Conclusions

This paper considered the problem of mathematical modeling of the process of two-
phase filtration in a deformable porous medium. In this paper, density of oil and water
are considered constant and capillary pressure is neglected. To solve this problem, the
method of large particles is used. The results of the study show that with an increase
in the compressibility coefficient of the medium, the porosity, absolute permeability and
internal pressure of the medium near the well are sharply reduced, and the uneven change
in porosity leads to the formation of an S-structure of the saturation distribution. At
the same time, with a decrease in the distance between the wells in the inter-well zone,
a sharp decrease in the studied parameters is observed. Therefore, it is necessary to
take into account their influence on each other when drilling wells. To determine the
absolute permeability, the influence of various dependencies on hydrodynamic parameters
are studied, and a significant change in the absolute permeability profile is observed
compared to the profiles of other hydrodynamic parameters. The results obtained are easily
generalized to the real situation of a heterogeneous reservoir.

The resulting one-dimensional model, taking into account the assumptions made,
can be used to describe the processes occurring in the inter-well oil reservoir. Further
development of the model is associated with the determination of the volumetric elas-
ticity coefficient of the reservoir obtained in laboratory experiments and refinement of
the description of the filtration process in a deformable porous medium, taking into ac-
count multidimensionality.
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